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The author of the bestselling French Women DO NOT GET Fat shares the secrets and strategies of aging
with attitude, joy, and no surgery. For anybody who provides ever spent the same as a mortgage payment on
anti-maturing lotions or methods, dressed inappropriate because of their age, gained a little too much in the
middle, or accidentally forgot how to flirt, here is a proactive method to stay searching and feeling great,
without resorting to "the knife"-a French woman's most guarded beauty secrets uncovered for the benefit of
people!With her signature blend of wit, no-nonsense advice, and storytelling flair, Mireille Guiliano returns
with a wonderful, encouraging undertake beauty and aging for our times.
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and am totally disappointed. I am Swiss and also have been surviving in . Dare I state it, I came across the
book also boring generally in most areas.... All from earlier books. Typical information from previous books
to get a great, professional haircut several times a year, and also professional color if gray is not for you
personally. I am Swiss and also have been living in the united states since 1995.great go through. Like her
various other reads, I was expecting some actual pearls of wisdom - greatest kept secrets!. I find it utterly
exhausting to be a French female if she accurately assesses her fellow countrywomen. just wasn't what I
needed for my life. My remarks follow. That is clearly not the case. So disappointing Ms. Guiliano seems to
have gotten a bit complacent about her responsibility to her visitors upon this one, and I'm really amazed
that her editors didn't keep her to a higher standard. French Women Don't Get Fat was a great read, choc
filled with specific, helpful tips, anecdotes that visitors could relate to, even recipes. French Ladies Don't
Get Facelifts is a chore to read. It doesn't flow well, and the thoughts are poorly organized, as if that they
had been jotted down on airplane cocktail napkins and typed up by an associate. And the content itself can
be, well, therefore basic and trite as to be just about worthless. What happened? Uncertain, but I really regret
having spent cash on this book. There is nothing right here but Ms. Guiliano's brand, and she isn't carrying it
out any favors. I sincerely hope that her next reserve will not be a rehash of past material with a different
title. Missed Opportunities I enjoy reading anything Mireille Giuliano writes and according to this fresh
addition to her lineup, she actually is obligated simply by her publisher for another publication beyond this
one, which I can look forwards to reading. I've a copy of most her prior offerings and look upon time spent
with among her chatty books as a pleasant part of my time.. It seemed to hit the high areas, wasn’t very
much on detail, and although I could understand a rehash of some of her previous material for the benefit of
new visitors, I also sensed she relied too heavily on past attempts. Frankly, I expected, and hoped for, a bit
more.Makeup and Locks: Useful admonition to look befitting one’s age rather than like a circus clown with
stuff that are too obvious, amusing anecdote to illustrate this. She should have proved helpful harder for her
readers. I am 60 and the title i want to believe that this book is all about the tiny secrets of French ladies
without using all the botox, brand names skin care, etc.Workout: Walk, swim, climb stairs, do some yoga
exercise.. Although she admits to right now having added some Pilates exercises to the combine which she
does at home, and mentioned weight training, she does not share her fresh found understanding or anything
of her personal routine with us. Disappointing. The many worthwhile part of the section was a detailed
instruction regarding four yoga breathing exercises, which was very well done. The rest was short on detail,
hit the high places.Diet: The author’s personal diet appears to be primarily vegetable, low proteins, low
carbohydrate, low calorie, large on dairy using that for a number of the protein, which would not place well
with a goodly percentage of the readership.Advice from older ladies of her acquaintance: That is definitely a
location of missed opportunity.Facelifts: Part of the name of the book and this chapter could possibly be
boiled down to, don’t get one since it won’t match the others of you, just make use of creams and lotions
the way my mother and grandmother did and you’ll be good. A lot more could possess been done with this
book, that could have been helpful, and a number of possibilities were missed to broaden what it had to
offer. and am totally disappointed. I have simply finished reading the book and ended the last 20% of the
reserve simply flicking and skimming the web pages. Could have done without this totally useless chapter
that espouses the 1920’s ideal of getting everything from one’s meals, and says nothing about the European
bans on GMOs; There are numerous good suggestions to help us in maturing.Recipes: This publication has
fewer dishes than some of her others, thus there is not much in that section to whet anticipation. Five Stars
Great book!Work: Although a section toward the end, rather an afterthought, it will not need been included
due to the lack of knowledge on the part of the author of the hardships many people 50 and over encounter
in the U. Her advice is very general and not at all particular like her previous. regarding employment of
these instances. I can understand that because the author’s lifestyle and funds insulate her from harsher
realities, which is part of the attraction of her composing;. The only alternative suggested was to eat



Mediterranean, which we've been hearing from a number of sources for days gone by 20-30 years. These
wise, elderly ladies of class and substance were briefly mentioned, all as well briefly quoted, and offered
only to whet the hunger for an entrée that never appeared. loved her other books - just not this I absolutely
adore Mireilles additional books. I cherished her first book, French Females don't get fat and the logic
behind the style of the French women and their everyday lives. What a shame and a disappointment this
publication was.Supplements: Author shows fearfulness and insufficient knowledge in this section.S.. They
did not exist. Just general talk about thing we actually know.. I would not buy this as something special for a
friend. There are far better beauty books out there! I ordered this reserve with the confidence of loving and
owning her additional three books. Cheaper than a facelift and painless too!.! Aging can actually be superior
to I thought After Scanning this book, I felt so far better about myself and learned a few guidelines to create
myself feel so far better about my age and my face and my own body. Thanks for this enjoyable examine. I
definetely recommend this book for just about any women who may be feeling just a little down about
herself. This book will definetely pick your spirits up. Enjoyable but possibly nothing we haven't read
before. This is a satisfying read. I like all the writers' function, but this does not actually shed any light on
anything brand-new. Read it for enjoyment instead of any other reason.That being said, I got the impression
this publication was rather hurriedly dashed off between intercontinental trips. however, it could also have
been better to leave this bit out altogether.. I liked this book very much because I'm directly suffering from
her advise and recommendations, if I take them. Mireille Guiliano is a great author. I really do believe her
culinary and diet plan/lifestyle tools are her forte. They appear to evoke a "flair" that keeps them interesting
and "alive". organics, depleted soil and comparisons of nutritional value in food from 50 years ago versus
today. Great Read Excellent book. Very informative I have it in sound but I got to have the book since there
is so much helpful information that I wish to mark the webpages and get back to it occasionally. I've also
tried some of her recipes and they are actually extremely good. Its a great read for women of a particular
age. Five Stars Fun appear at ageing with attitude. Five Stars i really like this author and can read whatever
she comes away with.. I just browse the book . I can't stand her lack of understanding and how she portrays
Americans and on an extremely personal note . Five Stars Love love love Much less good as her other book
but okay Much less good as her other book but okay. Maybe it really is a cultural issue; I would NOT
choose the book again and it turned me off to read any other book she has written before. love my Bible of
health and beauty practicality; love this Five Stars Arrived in great condition!!! To become flawlessly
honest, Raquel Welch’s book, which is available on Amazon, did a much better, more informative job with
more detailed information on this subject, and I highly recommend it, Raquel: Beyond the Cleavage.
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